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The UCF Report
News and Announcements for the Faculty and Staff of the University of Central Florida

Football schedule and price announced
With August just ahead, can

through their paces in double practice

football be far behind?

sessions, beginning August 27. Coupled

Not very far, says head coach

Knight Notes
All faculty and staff

w i t h the brand of weather that goes

Don Jonas, w h o has expressed a decided

w i t h the territory, their efforts

note of optimism over the chances of

are expected to separate the serious

the brand-new grid Knights in the

contenders for team berths f r o m those

season that kicks-off Sept. 22 against

out for a lark.

St. Leo College.

Jonas says he expects t o have

" F r o m the looks of things at

" a b o u t 50 t o 6 0 " players suited-up

this p o i n t , " Jonas reflected, "we

for the St. Leo opener. The Knights

WHLi

members are invited to a wine

have the makings of a pretty good

will return home to the Tangerine Bowl

and cheese social hour to hear

first-year t e a m . " The former pro

September 29 against a Ft. Benning

the latest news about the UCF

quarterback w h o has headed the local

eleven sparked by ex-Army greats

football program. You'll also

football program only since June has

Leamon Hall and Clennie Brundidge.

get a chance to meet the coaches

an infectious manner.

The drawing power of Hall
and Brundidge locally has not been

at the 2 p.m. get-together on
Wednesday, July 25, in the
VC Multi-Purpose Room. The
Dept. of Athletics is hosting
the event, and hopes you'll
all be there.

A new business education
program designed t o boost job
opportunities after graduation
has been initiated by the College
of Education. The 35-credithour program, entitled Executive
Secretary, is offered as a minor
area of study for degree-seeking students only.
Subjects covered in the
program include typewriting,
shorthand, and office systems
and procedures. Credit by
examination is available in some
courses for those w i t h
experience in those areas.
Information about the
program may be obtained
by contacting either Dr.
Ernest Miller or Dr. Barry
Siebert (both Sec. Ed.), x2286.

overlooked by UCF athletic director

• Tickets for UCF's home games
are on sale now at the athletic
office in the Education Complex.

Jack O'Leary, who noted the former
West Point quarterback hails f r o m

Single adult tickets for games
at the Tangerine Bowl are $4. Students
in secondary and elementary school w i l l
pay $3 per game.

Janet Davenport,

a student assistant in

Apopka, while Brundidge, whose father

the UCF athletic

office, models one of

is a

Season ticket packages vary. A
UCF student, for example, can purchase
a single season ticket (four games)
for $8. A non-student family of four
is eligible for the $45 package w i t h
a sliding scale f r o m a single season
ticket ($13) to $55 for families of
five.

are now for sale in ED 161.

the new tee shirts available to
fans. The shirts and football

Knight
tickets

Academy, is a resident of Oviedo.

U N I V E R S I T Y OF C E N T R A L F L O R I D A
1973 Football Schedule

Members of the UCF Gridiron
Club get special prices, which

Date

Opponent

Site

September 22
September 29
October 6

St. Leo College

Away
Home

Ft. Benning - Military
Open

October 13
October 20

can be explained by calling the
athletic office, x2256.

Maryville College
Ft. Lauderdale College
Presbyterian College

October 27

Emory & Henry College

November 3
November 10

"When the Knights hit the field,
they'll be ready," he promised.

University of the South
Morehouse College

November 17

In order t o reach that state of
readiness, he and his assistants will
be running more than 100 candidates

Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

Home Games: 7:30 p.m., Tangerine Bowl

Governor approves
biennial budget

Chancellor E. T. Y o r k , Jr.,
recently made public his plans
t o resign on June 30, 1980, at
the end of five years as the
chief executive officer of the

Dr. Alan Fickett (Special assistant
to the President) reports that Governor
Graham approved the $15.78 billion
biennial budget shortly before the
midnight deadline on June 28. Graham

sus.

also signed into law the compromise

York reiterated that he had
agreed to serve only five
years when he accepted the
Chancellor position in 1975.
BOR Chairman James
Gardner praised York's term
as Chancellor, calling it "a
tough act t o f o l l o w . " The
Chairman announced that a
search committee will be
named at the August BOR
meeting t o conduct a nationwide hunt for a new
Chancellor.

UCF employee, and who was

Hall's ace receiver at the Military

legislation dealing w i t h postsecondary education in Florida
(CSHB1689).
The Governor reversed an
earlier position in which he indicated
that he would veto the postsecondary
education bill and disapprove the
quality improvement funding for the
SUS provided by the Legislature.
Although the Governor did approve
increased funding for quality
improvement and scientific and
When UCF's Dr. Wentworth

Clarke (right) leaves for a sabbatical in

this fall, he'll have a more than smattering knowledge
Henry Mcintosh,

who recently

technical equipment in the SUS, he

England

did line item veto some $66 million

of the locale, thanks to

visited with Clarke and other College of

Education

faculty as part of a swing through U.S. campuses. Clarke will be working

closely

during his eight weeks in England with Mcintosh,

Southern

Regional Examinations

Board - similar to our College Entrance Board.

in Leeds and Southhampton
students

who is secretary to the

He'll be

on an assessment of history exams for English

13-16 years of age. President Colbourn recently received a letter from

Rector of The Polytechnic

in Huddersfield,

interest in exchanging faculty

England, confirming

with UCF beginning in September,

the

the

Polytechnis's

1980.

in capital outlay construction funds
for all of education (public schools,
community colleges, and universities).
The vetoed items included $10 million
in 1980-81 for the purchase of needed
library books.in the SUS. A similar
(Continued

on page 8)
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Shakespeare institute participants meet the media
Old Will Shakespeare himself
might have enjoyed dropping in at the
Village Center a few afternoons back,
to rub elbows with students and
members of area news media in a get
acquainted time for this summer's
"Shakespeare in His Age" institute.
Welcomed by Dr. Leslie Ellis,
academic vice president, the guests
were treated to a bit of wine and
cheese and a sampling of Elizabethan
Age music by the Collegium Musicum,
using replicas of that era.
The performing musicians in the
institute have selected "Collegium
Musicum" as the name of their group.
The term refers to a group performing
music from earlier periods, such as
the Renaissance.
Upwards of 70 persons attended

the event, which provided an opportunity for media representatives to
mix with and query the coordinators of
the summer institute — Drs. Bruce
Whisler, Stuart Omans and Gerald
Schiffhorst — and most of the 50
teachers and graduate students
selected to attend the 8-week
program.
Seen mingling with the crowd
were Or/andoLand's Vicki Blanchfield,
Dean Johnson and Sumner Rand of the
Sentinel Star, Mark Weintz,
Where? magazine, Dr. Joyce Chumbley,
who heads up the Orlando Fine Arts
Council, Mary Johnson from Center
Stage, WDBO's Harry D. Cup and
Bill Gephart, and Toby Preminger,
public affairs producer for
Channel 24.

Guests were entertained with music of the Shakespearean period, performed on
instruments similar to those used during that time. From left to right: Roberta Morris
(UCF), Alicia Thomas, Craig Thomas, and Barbara Mu/ler (Seminole Community
College), director of the musical group.
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Participants in the Shakespearean program, Dr. Gerald J. Schiffhorst, left, and
Connie Bennett, a Seminole High School teacher, right, compare notes with
Sentinel Star entertainment editor Dean Johnson and Virginia Powell of
Center Stage magazine.
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The intricacies of a baroque soprano recorder are described to Vice President
Ellis by Barbara Mu/ler.

Harry D. Cup, WD BO Radio personality, receives a demonstration of how to play
the Elizabethan era shawm, from Roberta Morris (UCF), right, while Alicia Thomas
(SCO looks on.

Computer Services News
New Policy For Off Campus Tapes
New policy concerning off campus
tapes is now in effect at UCF
Computer Services and CFRDC. The
procedure for submitting and storing
an off campus tape is as follows:
1. Bring tape to Computer
Services and supply appropriate
information about tape (record length,
block size, labeled or unlabeled,
etc.)
2. Tape will be sent to
CFRDC and upon arrival the owner
will be notified. At this time
further information will be
requested.
3. Copying of tape will be
done by Computer Services, no direct
access to off campus tapes will be
allowed.
4. After 30 days the tape will
be returned to UCF. At this time
the tape will either be stored in
the UCF on campus tape library or
returned to the owner.

If this procedure is followed
it will insure faster more efficient
handling of tapes. For any questions
concerning off campus tapes contact
Tom Ticknor, x2711.
SUS Asynchronous Dial-Up Network
The SUS Network Council has
funded (78/79) implementation of a
statistical multiplexor on our

campus that will offer dial-up ports
into the Southeast Regional Data
Center (SERDC-UNIVAC 1108) and
the Northeast Regional Data Center
(NERDC-AMDAHL 470A/6).
Installation is anticipated by
late summer. Plans are also being
made to install an asynchronous link
to the FSU Computing Center
(FSUCC-CDC CYBER73) this fall.
More information will be published
later.

Arnett to CFRDC
Mr. Pete Arnett, Operations
Manager, has been promoted and
transferred to CFRDC a? a
Communication Specialist. He wil
be leaving on or about July 20.
Ms. Alice Pangborn has been
designated Acting Operations
Manager.

CFRDC Remote Utilization Statistics
Remote

5,549
8,225
3,843
5,328

$ 32,889.54
43,676.15
32,548.89
27,077.54
27,210.30
29,633.94
33,667.29
29,107.23
22,832.28

13,083,176
11,431,076
10,464,540
9,791,148
10,317,375
10,858,639
12,598,397
12,296,031
8,625,328

44,692

$278,643.16

99,465,710

$ 1.957.68
7,634.54
12,600.93
3,148.82
3,824.91
9,666.27
3,713.17
9,767.67
15,688.22

528,985
3,377,536
6,149,223
1,029,778
1,765,037
3,949,440
1,585,236
4,457,579
7,396,751

4,316
4,485

Totals

$68,002.21 30,239,565

129,920

Remote 5

Remote 2

685
Sept. 78
18,284
Oct.
22,408
Nov.
3,877
Dec.
9,594
Jan. 79
17,733
Feb.
7,120
Mar.
22,768
Apr.
27.451
May

3,924
4,602
4,420

1,958
8,608
10,895
7,173
5,753
8,933
7,540
11,325

$ 3,287.12
10,736.05
10,256.00
8,788.20
2,731.26
5,741.00
6,205.79
4,527.58
8,608.01

887,538
2,276,311
4,586,330
2,301,654
1,134,127
2,577,112
2,554,315
1,554,933
3,519,070

71,189

$60,881.01

21,391,390

9,004

Wednesday, July 11, 1979

Personnel
We welcome the following new
employees:

fc

o?

o
o
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a

John J. Moody, (computer
systems analyst, Comp. Serv.) received
his A.S. degree f r o m DBCC, and is
currently studying for a B.S. at »
UCF. He formerly worked for the
News-Journal Corp. in his homet o w n , Daytona Beach.
Patricia S. Wilson (custodial
worker, Bldg. Serv.) is a native of
Nagoya, Japan. She previously worked
for the Carlton House and enjoys
sewing.
Sandra Alexander (teller,
Cashier's Office) comes t o UCF
f r o m Atlantic Nat'l. Bank of Winter
Park. Her hometown is Portsmouth,
Va., and she enjoys reading and
tennis.
Elizabeth Cathcart (secretary
III, Engineering) received her B.A.
from Fla. Southern College. She
currently resides in Altamonte
Springs, and formerly worked for
the Fla. Dept. of Citrus.
Dennis Byle (account clerk
I I , Payroll) attended UCF where he
also worked as an account clerk. He
is a native of Lebanon, Pa., and his
hobbies are running and swimming.
Patricia Rahecek (keypunch
oper., Comp. Serv.) has special
interests in cosmotology and ceramics.
A native of Novi, Mich., she and
her husband, Lawrence, have one son.
Judy Gallo (clerk-typist I I ,
Personnel) comes to UCF f r o m the Fla.
Real Estate Commission. She and her
husband, Lou, have t w o sons, and they
enjoy swimming and camping.
Joanne Linville (vocational
counselor, Placement), a Miami native,
received her B.A. and M.A. f r o m FSU.
She formerly worked as a counselor
for Vocational Rehabilitation, and
her hobbies are bicycling, swimming,
music and tennis.
Ella S. Colborn (secretary I I I ,
Finance) attended Indian River C.C.,
and previously worked for McCrone
Research Institute, Chicago.
Barbara S. Johnson (coordinator,
Extended Studies) received her B.A.
degree f r o m F A U , and formerly worked
as a elementary school teacher and
f o r Junior Achievement. She has a
special interest in jazz music, and
her hometown is Long Island, N.Y.
Leroy R. Townsend (engineering
operator I I , Utilities), a fishing
ehthusiast, spent 22 years in the
US Navy. The West Covina, Calif.,
native and his wife, Joy, have
t w o sons.
William Clifton Webb (custodial
worker, Bldg. Serv.) comes to UCF
f r o m his hometown, Charlestown, Ind.
Jean M. Kohlmeier (clerk-typist
I I , Records) has attended VCC and UCF,
and formerly worked at Cloth World.
A native o f Buffalo, N.Y., her hobbies
are sewing and swimming.

Peoole
Dr. Ray Kavanaugh (Teaching
Analysis) and Sue Pins gave a
presentation, " T h e Hazards of
Being Male: Presenting the Issues,"
t o the Orlando Kiwanis Club, June
22.
Dr. Karl-Heinrich Barsch
(Foreign Lang.) was recently interviewed for UCF's Radio Taped Network
about James Joyce's Finnegans Wake.
The interview included a general
discussion of the book, a reading of
a passage f r o m it, and a recording
of its song, "The Ballad of Persse
O ' R e i l l y . " In 1976, Barsch wrote an
article on the book for the British
journal AWN (standing for A Wake
Newsletter, a journal for Finnegans
Wake scholarship edited by Clive
Hart).
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Dr. Patricia Manning (Elem. Ed.)
Conducted a workshop on "Individualizing I n s t r u c t i o n " at Durrence
Elementary School, Orlando, April
30 - May 4.
President Colbourn gave the
commencement address for the 48
graduates of T r i n i t y Preparatory

It's the Faculty-Staff Dinning

School, June 9.

Experience You've Wanted

Dr. Pat Higginbotham (Phys. Ed.)

$3.00 for all you care t o eat

represented UCF at the national

The price includes all

meeting of the American Assn. of
University Women in Alburquerque,

Hot & Cold Buffet:

N M , June 24-28.

Meat and Cheese Platter
Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey

Dr. Gary Wolf (Music) played
solo piano recital and gave t w o
lectures on "The Pedagogy and
Literature for Piano D u e t " at the
Annual American Matthay Piano Festival,
Chatham College, Pittsburgh, June
18-23. T w o UCF students were in the
finals of the Clara Wells Competition
and one student, Shari Raynor, was
named first-place winner.

Swiss cheese & American cheese
Tossed salad - choice of dressing
Fruit salad
Potato salad
Swedish Meatballs over rice
Fried Chicken
Buttered Peas w / mushrooms
Assorted Breads & Rolls
Assorted desserts
Coffee & Iced Tea
Beer & Wine may be purchased

Donna Goedde:
Accenting the individual
by Linda

Boyette

Donna Goedde believes in a
philosophy that most students and
parents w o u l d appreciate knowing
exists at their university,
especially in the admissions office.

at our beverage table.
G I V E IT A T R Y . . .

quipped.
There are also special situations.
Like the parents who have sent a son
or daughter to live in the area in
order to attend the University.
"They are concerned, and will call

husband, Gus, retired from the Air
Force. He has since graduated f r o m
UCF w i t h a degree in Medical Records
Administration. They have three
children: Debbie, 26, w h o lives in
New York where she is a general

As UCF's admission counselor,
Goedde feels that every student who
comes to the University has a "unique
s i t u a t i o n " and that each situation
must be handled accordingly.
She came to the University in
March, 1972, as a secretary in the
admissions office, and later served
as secretary t o the admissions
director before becoming admissions
counselor.
A n important part of her job is
to provide information about UCF t o
anyone w h o calls or comes t o the office.
Donna explains that she likes t o
anticipate individual problems and
handle them in such a way as to
"make the student feel a part of
the school f r o m the very beginning.
In some situations we may have to
deny a student admission; we strive
t o handle this so that we will be
able t o serve him or her at a later
date."
Donna explains that on a campus
such as UCF, where so many different
offices handle varied responsibilities,
it is vital that "someone stop and
take the time t o help a student who
obviously has a p r o b l e m . " She adds
that " m a n y times a student encounters
a situation that may be localized
b u t is rather a combination of several
factors. Once in a while even the
computer can make a mistake," she

Donna Goedde, shown here discussing a transcript
believes strongly

that each applicant

with a prospective

must be treated as an individual.

student,
She feels

that she must take the time to understand each situation before making a decision
on whether or not to admit the student to UCF.

up to more or less be reassured."
She feels that being a parent
herself helps her t o empathize w i t h
the anxiety expressed by others.
Donna moved t o Orlando when her

contractor; Greg, 19, w h o attends
the University of Florida as an
architecture major, while. Dawn,
17, is a recent graduate of MidFlorida Tech.

Other new employees are Vivian B.
Anderson (research asst., Ext. Stu.),
and Lois P. Conner (secretary I I I , Dev.
Center).
Leaving the university are Helen
Allen (Soc), Greg Lemieux (Phys.
Plant), Suzanne Lore (Comp. Science),
Lai-Ming Ma (Comp. Science), Margaret
Macaluso (Reg/Adm), Roy Massena
(FSEC), Linda Murphy (FSEC) Susan
N i x o n (Day Care Center), Jill Smith
(Psych.), Linda Torres (Reg/Adm) and
Alison Wax (Bus. Adm.).
Taking leave of absence is Marjorie
S. Schilling (Cashier).
Returning from leave is Gail A.
Simms (Bookstore).

Women's Club presents scholarship. Gene Herlong of
Winter Park is the first UCF student to receive i, newly
designated scholarship from the University's
Women's Club, designed for women who fill nontraditional roles as students and heads of households.
Ms. Herlong, a junior in accountancy who plans to
become a CPA, is shown receiving her award
from 1978-79 club president Pat Brown.
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UCF Library Current Awareness Report
A special bi-weekly report f r o m the UCF Library
2 WAYS TO SAVE A SCHOOL: THE MONK'S A N D THE M A R K E T E E R ' S The Current Awareness Report, published by the Library since
1969, offers excerpts of newspaper articles dealing w i t h important
issues and developments in higher education. Complete articles are
available from the Reference Department, UCF Library, P. O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.

H A R V A R D ' S NEW D I R E C T I O N - Chicago Tribune, 6/17, p. 19.
"Harvard University's attempts t o reorient and strengthen its drifting
undergraduate program'got down t o specifics recently w i t h the announcement
of its new 'core curriculum,' which will be phased in starting in September.
If Harvard succeeds in its innovative restructuring of basic undergraduate
education, its influences will be widely felt in other colleges and
universities, where most course requirements were diluted or dropped in
the ferment and emphasis on student rights in the late 1960s and 70s . . .
The concept of college as a broadening, civilizing, humanistic experience
that hones the intelligence and enriches the rest of life has lost ground
in recent years to narrow pre-professional and vocational courses, t o loosely
structured gut classes, and t o remedial programs designed to attract students
w h o might not otherwise qualify for college. Harvard's plan to take a fresh,
innovative look at the broad basis of human knowledge and to update the
ideal of what it means t o be an educated person is a welcome refurbishing
of the undergraduate college idea."

(by Nick Thimmesch) Chicago Tribune, 6/16, p. 8.
" T h e w o r l d turns slowly for the Benedictines, an order founded nearly
1,500 years ago. Nowadays, however, like everyone else thriving in this
pressure cooker, the educator-monks here feel the urgency of modern
technology's instant counting and predicting. A few generations or centuries
ago, the Benedictines didn't fuss over fluctuations in enrollments. Indeed,
in recent years, their St. John's University, (Collegeville, Minn.) had all
the students it could handle and, in 1977, turned away applicants. But now,
St. John's and the other 900 independent colleges and universities in the
land fret over both the inclinations and numbers of the current and upcoming
classes of high school graduates. . . There are also troubling signs that
colleges might engage in shady recruiting practices, offer questionable
'life experience' degrees, eliminate science, language, and even residency
requirements, lie about vocational benefits in their programs, indulge in
grade inflation, and generally pander t o students. Indeed, according t o the
Chronicle of Higher Education, some schools are already huckstering."

D W I N D L I N G S T U D E N T POPULATION PUTS COLLEGES IN
COMPETITION - (by Richard W. Moll) Los Angeles Times, 6/19, pt. 2, p. 7.
"Once the Lord favored college-admission officers. Each autumn, when we
scoured the land for prospective applicants, He (She) provided brisk air,
brilliant foliage and state-to-state festivals. Then, when we retired t o
our somber campus offices after Thanksgiving t o review applications, our
four-month hibernation appropriately coincided w i t h w i n d , snow and rain.

IN COLLEGE, E D U C A T I O N W I T H A BIG U N I O N LABEL -

A t the moment we burst f o r t h in April w i t h the names of the lucky new

(by Gene I. Maeroff) New York Times, 6/24, p. 8E.

freshmen, so did the tulips and daffodils. And when at last we relaxed to

"Maneuvering is well under way for what will be one of the largest
collective bargaining elections ever held in the United States, a contest
starting (officially) next Sunday t o determine the union representative
for 17,500 West Coast workers. But hard hats and blue collars will not
appear in this campaign, waged among employees for w h o m the tools of the
trade are not wrenches and welding torches but books and ideas. Labor,
in this case, is the faculty at the California State University and
Colleges, a 19-campus system that the California Legislature has decreed
open to collective bargaining as of next month . . . California is joining
more than 20 states that have opened their publicly-supported campuses to
collective bargaining. The attitudes of professors have changed in the
decade sint the City University of New York became one of the first great
universities t o recognize a bargaining agent. Faculty members around the
country shook their heads at the 'radicalism' of their New York Colleagues.
Now 130,000 of the 665,000 faculty members at more than 600 of the nation's
3,000 colleges and universities have joined unions and more than 300
contracts are in force, according t o the National Center for the Study of
Collective Bargaining in Higher Education at City University's Baruch College."

gear up for the next round, we were accommodated by the warmth of summer
That tidy cycle is eroding. We admissions officers even suspect that the
Lord has abandoned us in favor of another group - Zero Population G r o w t h ,
perhaps. The seasons have not changed, but college recruitment has become
a year-round mission - and no longer is there any assurance that a full
class can be announced when the tulips bloom . . . A credibility gap is
about to wedge itself between college salesmen and prospective consumers
of higher education. A n d no wonder, as the colleges, in a fervor of
gamesmanship to fill fine institutions that deserve t o be filled, begin
to exaggerate, promise, and — no doubt quite unintentionally — deceive.
The consequence is that students and families must analyze a private college
as carefully as they w o u l d an automobile before 'buying i t ' '

U.S. A N D CHINA AGREE TO COOPERATE IN AREAS OF E D U C A T I O N ,
H E A L T H - Wall Street Journal, 6/25, p. 2.
" U . S . Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Joseph Califano turned
t o an aide during a visit t o Peking University and commented: 'We've got to
get some new teaching materials in here.' Mr. Califano was referring t o

UNIONS IN COLLEGES: W A N I N G SUPPORT - (by Max Rafferty)
Florida Times-Union, 7 / 1 , p. 2C.
" A few weeks ago, I reported the — t o me — interesting fact that teachers
working in states where collective bargaining is not mandated by law have
been getting bigger salary raises in recent years than those in states where
such bargaining is permitted. In other words, the teachers who unionized and
bargained collectively and struck got smaller raises than those who didn't.
It seems now that word is finally filtering down — or up — t o the nation's
college professors. The rate of unionizing of America's college and university
faculties is going down. The ten-year low point was 1977, but in 1978 the
rate continued t o fall. T w o researchers at the University of California have
been studying this welcome phenomenon. Their statistics show that 26
institutions of higher learning totalling 7,600 faculty members were
organized in 1978 compared t o 30 institutions w i t h 16,000 faculty in 1977.
More than a 50 percent d r o p o f f ! "

T I G H T BUDGETS SQUEEZE US RESEARCH LIBRARIES

-

(by Lucia Mouat) Christian Science Monitor, 6/25, p. 16.
' T i g h t budgets are forcing some tough choices on many of the nation's
leading research libraries. The world of scholarly books and journals has

English-language teaching materials that a delegation f r o m HEW had just seen
used in an English class at the university. The texts depicted American
blacks being turned away from white hospitals and schools, and American
workers toiling under sweatshop conditions. After answering a Chinese
student's question about racial discrimination in the U.S. ('compared
to 25 years ago the changes are enormous,' he said.), Mr. Califano said
one reason for his visit was to arrange for the exchange of textbooks w i t h
China, including sending English-teaching texts t o China that give a more
up-to-date picture of the U.S. Agreements have also been signed that will
increase cooperation between the countries in medicine and public health.
In the health field, Mr. Califano signed a five-year cooperation agreement
calling for an exchange of scientists, specialists and technical i n f o r m a t i o n ;
coordinated research projects; joint organization of scientific meetings;
and an exchange of scientific and medical materials."

GRADES ON DECLINE A T COLLEGES BUT T H E I R V A L U E IS G O I N G UP
(by Lawrence Feinberg), Washington Post, 6/24, p. 3B.
"Student grades are d o w n and failures are rising at the University of
Maryland. But far f r o m seeing this new trend as a problem, faculty members
— and even some students — speak of i t as a positive sign. 'Nobody likes

simply become t o o big and t o o costly for the limited dollars available,

it t o happen t o their o w n grades,' said Mark Holt, managing editor of

according t o the National Enquiry into Scholarly Communication. Many

the Diamondback, the College Park campus newspaper. ' B u t in the sense that

libraries have decided against buying second and third copies of heavily

people like t o have some self-respect and they want to go to a university

used matierals and have cut back more sharply on books than journals.

that's respected, (the stiffer grading) is a good thing. For the people

'Librarians tend to put off buying a book before they would consider

w h o don't get squeezed out, it's very helpful.' 'For a time, the grades

canceling a journal subscription,' explains David Breneman, a Brookings

went up as a reaction t o the Vietnam war and that period of student activism,'

Institution economist who is one of the co-authors of the enquiry report.

said university chancellor Robert L. Gluckstern. 'Now there's a general

T h e book is more of a vehicle for the humanities, so in a sense you're seeing

recognition that grade inflation is a problem. . . There ought to be a

a little science-humanities split.' Part of the recent surge in scholarly materials

strong correlation between performance and the reward for it. I think we're

is due to 'publish or perish' pressure on the college campus and the growth

moving in the right d i r e c t i o n . ' . . . A t other colleges the pattern of

of higher education enrollments in the 1960s. As new academic fields have

changing grades is less clear. Although grades no longer are climbing as

evolved, so have new scholarly journals to publish the writings of their

sharply as in the late 1960s and early 70s, there is no evidence of a

experts."

widespread decline f r o m the high levels to which they rose."
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PROTECT S T U D E N T BORROWING - (by William Steif) Sanford
Evening Herald, 6/25, p. 4A.
" T w o million young Americans now making plans t o go t o college in the fall
will find their financial situations tougher than they expected unless
Congress acts swiftly. The 2 million are those expected t o borrow bank funds
to pay for college under the federal government's Guaranteed Student Loan
program. The problem: Bank funds for these loans are about to dry up.
Reason: The banks w o n ' t be able t o make money on the loans after July 1.
That's the word f r o m Alfred B. Fitt, general counsel of the Congressional
Budget Office, who t o l d a House subcommittee that the immediate outlook
for GSLs is 'extremely clouded.' On July 1, F i t t said, the interest rate
ceiling on GSLs is required by law t o drop f r o m the current 13.25 percent
t o 11 percent. If the ceiling formula isn't changed, Fitt said, T h e r e ' l l
be strong downward pressures on the inclination of the banks t o make new
student loans.' "

EX-STUDENTS WHO F A I L T O REPAY LOANS COME UNDER GREATER
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PRESSURE - (by Deborah A. Randolph) Wall Street Journal, 6/20, p. 1 .
"Pennsylvania student-loan collectors followed the young man's trail
for over a year, trying t o make him repay the more than $1,000 he had
borrowed t o attend college. They gave up in March, only after the
man's sorrowful but previously uncooperative mother t o l d them her son
had died in a helicopter crash in Texas. Although the state ultimately
was reimbursed by the federal government, the episode still rankles Richard
Spotts, a collection officer at Pennsylvania's Higher Education Assistance
A u t h o r i t y . 'He was a real deadbeat, always just a half-step in f r o n t of
us,' the official asserts. ' I ' m just sorry that when we did get t o find
out where he was, he wasn't around t o pay up.' In this case at least,
Mr. Spotts may sound a bit harsh to some people. But his get-tough
attitude toward delinquent student loans is shared these days by a
growing number of state and federal officials, including President Carter.
These officials are bothered by the skyrocketing number of defaults;
as of June 30 of last year, the most recent date for which figures are
available, defaults under one federally backed program numbered a
record 800,000 involving $700 m i l l i o n . "

BUSINESS BOOMING A T USF'S COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION -

(by Harry Costello) Tampa Tribune, 6/24, p. 1E.

"In his t w o years as dean of the University of South Florida's College
of Business Administration, Robert Cox has had to overcome a seemingly

w*u± u~ia**** i

BLACK COLLEGE I N T E G R A T I O N BACKED - (by Roger
Witherspoon) Atlanta Constitution, 6/27, p. 8A.
" E f f o r t s to desegregate black state colleges and c o m m u n i t y colleges
are not overt efforts to eliminate black educational institutions, U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare officials said Tuesday. Mrs.
Mary Berry, assistant secretary of HEW, defended desegregation formulas
negotiated in six southern and western states, declaring, T h e plans
will enhance educational opportunities at black institutions and not
destroy them.' Mrs. Berry, one of several high-ranking administration
officials defending various policies before sometimes hostile groups
at the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People's
annual convention in Louisville, Kentucky, said the desegregation plans
w o u l d : 1) Force state education departments to pump more money into the
black schools t o increase faculty size, expand the number and types
of courses offered and rehabilitate or replace old or dilapidated
facilities, and 2) Require the white state colleges t o offer more courses
'attractive' to m i n o r i t y students, recruit more black faculty members and
actively seek more minority students."

unending path of hurdles. They ranged from faculty staffing to program
funding, f r o m limited facilities t o meeting students' course demands,
f r o m internal politics t o national accreditation. Now, most of the

JOB PROSPECTS GOOD FOR GRADS - (by Tyrone D. Terry)

hurdles have been successfully cleared and Cox and his associates

Atlanta Constitution, 6/26, p. 8D.

proudly boast of having the largest — in terms of credit hours —

"Despite forecasts of an impending recession, the College Placement
Council predicts that the last half of this year will be a fairly good
one for college graduates seeking jobs. A survey of 667 employers across
the nation shows that the number of new graduates hired so far this
year is already 15 percent over last year's figure . . . Engineering
graduates continue to be the most sought-after group, recording the strongest
gains — 22 percent, the CPC said. The competition for engineering
graduates is forcing students at Georgia Tech to make 'tough' decisions,
said Dr. Michael Donahue, director of placement. 'An electrical
engineering student recently told me he had a problem. He said he had six
job offers and t w o admissions t o graduate programs but couldn't make
up his m i n d , ' Donahue said M o n d a y . "

and fastest growing business school in the state's university system.
But Cox is the first t o admit USF's business school is not about t o
try t o seek equal status w i t h some of the more prestigious business and
financial training forums such as Harvard, Stanford, University of
Chicago or the University of Pennsylvania. 'However, we do have the
potential to become the highest quality school of business in the
Southeast U.S.,' the well-known business school dean said during a
recent interview."

NEW PROGRAM A T BCC - Today, 6/19, p. 6A.
" A s the home of America's space program and the Florida Solar Energy
Center, Brevard is becoming known as a frontrunner in the field of solar
energy. Another indication that this trend is continuing is the new twoyear degree program in solar engineering technology to be offered at

U N A C C R E D I T E D LAW SCHOOLS PHASE-OUT ASKED - (by Gene Blake)
Los Angeles Times, 6/24, p. 3A.

Brevard Community College beginning in A u g u s t There are only four other

" T h e State Bar board of governors approved a controversial proposal

such programs in the nation. The courses, to be conducted on the Titusville

Saturday that calls for the phasing out California's 24 unaccredited law

campus, will prepare students in design, research and testing, sizing

schools w i t h i n five years. In the face of considerable opposition voiced

and installation of solar energy systems and components. The need for

in recent public hearings, the board voted t o seek legislation or a rule

such programs becomes clear when one realizes that there are more than

change that would require attendance at an accredited law school t o become

300 solar-energy-related companies in Florida, and there is a pronounced

a California lawyer. Unaccredited schools would be given an opportunity t o

lack of trained manpower. These companies expect the need for solar

raise their standards so as t o become accredited w i t h i n the five-year period.

energy technicians t o increase three t o five times."

A f t e r that time, only study in a law school approved by the American Bar
Assn. or accredited by the State Bar would be recognized for eligibility

BLACKS IN COLLEGE A T PEAK, BUT PROBLEMS ARE N O T E D (by Keith Richburg) Washington Post, 6/16, p. 9.
"Blacks are enrolled in the nation's colleges and universities at
record numbers. But mostly they are attending two-year junior colleges or
traditionally all-black colleges and many are unprepared for college
work. The findings in a new HEW Advisory Committee report suggest that
the increased black enrollment tends t o 'obscure the reality' of
black advances in higher education. According t o the report, more than
1 million blacks are now enrolled in institutions of higher education,
and black students make up more than 9 percent of the nation's full-time
college enrollment. But blacks are attending junior colleges and twoyear community colleges in disproportionately high numbers, the study
finds. Some 42 percent of black college students attend two-year colleges
and 30 percent are at predominantly black colleges."

t o take the California Bar examination and practice law in the state.
California has more unaccredited law schools than all the other states combined.
Only California and Georgia permit an applicant for the bar to qualify by
study in an unapproved or unaccredited law school. A n d California is the only
state t o recognize study by correspondence, in a law office or in a judge's
chambers."
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Official Memoranda
To:
From:
Subject:

Deans, Directors and Department Heads
Joseph Gomez, University Controller
Erasures, Deletions, Additions and Changes on Vouchers

Frequently we f i n d Travel Reimbursement Vouchers (i.e. Forms C 676
and 554) t o contain erasures, deletions, additions and other corrections
which appear t o have been made after the authorized signatures have been
applied t o the document. Consequently this leads t o speculation that
authorized approval has not been obtained for the revised changes. It
is, therefore, requested that the initials of the traveler or the person
preparing the report be placed opposite the corrected entry on the form.
Henceforth, Finance & Accounting will be prohibited f r o m processing any
vouchers which contain changes that have not been validated w i t h
authorized initials.
In addition, we would also appreciate it if the name and telephone
extension number of the person w h o prepares the Travel Reimbursement
appear on the upper right hand corner of all Forms No. C 676 and 554.
This will help us expedite the resolvement of any problems that we
may encounter.

To:

Faculty and staff

From:
Subject:

Purolator Courier Corp.
Courier Service

We are currently receiving an increasing number of shipments that
are poorly addressed. While the total number is small, they constitute
in excess of 90 percent of our missorts or delayed deliveries.
In a nutshell, we require that the name, complete street address
and city be clearly marked on each package.
Accordingly, our Couriers will be instructed that effective July
2, 1979, they are not to accept packages that are not clearly labeled.

To:

Deans, Directors & Department Heads

From:

Joseph Gomez, University Controller

Subject:

New Travel Rates

Effective July 1, 1979 the new travel rates are as follows:
Mileage Allowance
Per Meal

To:
From:

University Community
Joseph Gomez, University Controller

Subject:

Relocation of Part of Student Accounts Section/

Old Rates
$

.14

New Rates
$

.17

Meal Allowance

Finance & Accounting Division

Breakfast

$ 2.00

$ 2.00

Lunch
Dinner

$ 2.50
$ 5.00

$ 3.50

$35.00

$40.00

$ 8.75

$10.00

$ 6.00

A part of the Student Accounts Section of the Division of Finance &
Per Diem

Accounting has moved f r o m Room 111 t o Room 112 of the Administration Building.
The personnel in Room 111 will accommodate the University c o m m u n i t y w i t h

Per Day
Per Quarter

matters relating to student loans, pre-loan counseling, exit interviews,
collections and the processing of current quarter student fees. Their telephone
number w i l l remain Extension 2358.
The personnel in Room 112 will be responsible for processing students'
scholarships, grants and loan checks. In addition, they will be responsible
for the maintenance of the accounts receivables and the billing of fees due
from previous quarters. Their new telephone extension is 2433.
Mr. Bruno Contreras' office is located in Room 112 and as Supervisor of
the Student Accounts Section, he will remain in charge of all personnel located
in both Rooms 111 and 112.

To:

Administrative Council

From:

K.G. Sheinkopf, Director of Information Services

Subject:

1979-80 campus phone directory

This office recently sent a memo from Jackie Wartell t o the head
of each administrative unit on campus, requesting additions, changes or
corrections in this year's phone book. If y o u have not already responded,
I would appreciate your supplying us w i t h this information by July 20.
Though there will certainly be changes after this date, we need to get
most of the information organized as soon as possible.
If we do not receive changes or corrections by that date, we
will assume all information is correct. However, we would prefer hearing
from you in either case. Please contact Mrs. Wartell at x2504 to
verify your office listing in the current book.
In addition, if you have any suggestions on ways we can make the
new directory easier to use or better in any way, please let us know.

To:

All Employees

From:

Dr. Jennie L. Loudermilk, Acting Director

Subject:

Official Name Change - COLLEGE OF E X T E N D E D STUDIES

In accordance w i t h the university reorganization which was approved by
the BOR at the May 11, 1979 meeting, the Division of Continuing Education
is now officially the College of Extended Studies. Please reflect this name
change in all future correspondence.

To:

Administrative Council

From:

K. G. Sheinkopf, Director of Information Services

Subject:

On-campus contact person

As you know, the Office of Information Services is the official
news agency for the University. We prepare and distribute news releases,
photographs, radio tapes and broadcast news tips t o a wide variety
of news media throughout Central Florida (and often throughout the
State and even nationwide). Our news products reach the daily and
weekly newspapers, radio and TV stations, press associations and
national publications. Both our on-campus newspaper, 777e UCF Report, and
our off-campus magazine. Emphasis, reach many opinion leaders throughout
the area.
To help provide the media w i t h the information and assistance they
need to adequately cover UCF people, events and activities, we need your
cooperation. To facilitate your suggestions and ideas, we have hired Linda
Boyette as our on-campus liaison. Linda, a UCF senior majoring in public
relations, will soon begin contacting deans, directors and department chairmen
to seek news tips — what's happening in your area that's newsworthy; what
unusual activities, research or teaching methods are taking place; what
developments in your area would the general public f i n d interesting.
I hope that you will find a few minutes to talk w i t h Linda
when she contacts you. Her regular visits — every three weeks or so — should
help keep us posted on your area's news. We can, in t u r n , keep.the media
posted on UCF stories of interest to their audience. Please feel free t o
contact our office (x2504) if you would like further information about
our services. We need your cooperation to keep the news media informed
about our University.

To:

Faculty

From:

Louise Friderici, Coordinator for Handicapped Student Services

Subject:

Job Openings

I would appreciate it if you would announce the following job openings
t o your classes, and post this memo on departmental bulletin boards where
students will see it.
Brevard and Daytona get new phone numbers
The Brevard and Daytona campuses have been made a part of
the University's Centrex Telephone System. The Brevard campus
can now be called at x 2104, and the Daytona campus at x2103.

Daytona Beach campus goes on 4-day w o r k week
The Daytona Beach campus has received approval from Tallahassee
to begin a 4-day work week between Friday, July 13th and
Thursday, September 13th. Their offices will be closed
and no classes will be held on Fridays during this period.

We are seeking personal attendants for a male disabled student, beginning
fall quarter, 1979, b u t we'd like applications now.
Duties include dressing, hygiene, grooming, bathing, toileting, transferring
t o / f r o m wheelchair, night care, feeding, care of room, laundry, driving van.
No heavy lifting required. — hydraulic l i f t used. Will train. Duties t o
be divided between t w o attendants.
Personal qualifications: responsible, able t o take directions, cooperative,
pleasant disposition. Must be UCF student.
Hours to be arranged; must live w i t h student.
Salary is negotiable.
For further information, contact my office at x 2 3 7 1 . Thank y o u .
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Wednesday, July 1 1 , 1979

Calendar

9 a.m. Fee: $125, including room
and board; $50, no board or meals.
For further information, contact
Ron Ribaric, x2256.

The following calendar covers a
variety of UCF events scheduled for

M O N D A Y , J U L Y 16

the next two weeks. All local programs

Gallery Exhibition. Wildlife

show the location, time and admission

portraits by Susan McKinsey. VC

charge, if known. Please contact the

A r t Gallery, through summer quarter.

individual offices or programs for
additional information, including

WEDNESDAY, J U L Y 18

charges, reservations, or schedule

University Movie. Uptown

changes. Items for the Calendar

Night (PG). V C Patio, 8:30 p.m.

Saturday

must be submitted by Thursday noon

Admission: $1.25.

of the week preceding publication.

(PG). VC Patio., 8:30 p.m. Admission:

FRIDAY, JULY 20
Extended Studies. "Real Estate
Review." Through July 22. Engr.
109, Fri. - 6 to 10 p.m., Sat. &
Sun. - 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Fee: $30.

$1.25.

Extended Studies. "Real Estate

Coffee House. Steve Guthrie

Post-Education." This 2-day review

entertains. VC Snack Bar, 10 p.m.

is required for licensing. Engr. 110,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 11
University Movie. Greased

Lightning.

F r i . - 6 t o 11 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.

t o midnight.

to 7 p.m. Fee: $30.
T H U R S D A Y , J U L Y 12
Solar Energy Workshop. Florida
educators are invited t o hear the
latest about solar energy technologies
at a two-day summer workshop, cosponsored by the Fla. Solar Energy
Center and the Teachers' Solar
Energy Institute. Further details
are available at the FSEC, Cape
Canaveral, a t t n : Mrs. Lillie Green.

M O N D A Y , J U L Y 23
Extended Studies. "Real Estate I . "
This two-week course is held Mon.
through Fri., South Orlando campus,
room 204, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Fee: $90.

S U N D A Y , J U L Y 15

T U E S D A Y , J U L Y 24
Extended Studies. " O b o e . " Participants must furnish their own oboes
and reeds for the week-long workshop,
taught by Patricia Stenberg. Enrollment is limited. Fee: $40. For
further information, contact the
College of Extended Studies, x2123.
Extended Studies. "Bassoon." This
workshop is designed for high school
bassoonists, and participants must
furnish their own instruments. The
course, taught by Cynthia Curtis,
runs through July 28. Enrollment is
limited. Fee: $40. For further
information, call x2123.

Sports Medicine Workshop. For any
individual interested in sports
medicine and athletic training,
this workshop will run through July
2 1 . Registration today in the lobby
of the ED complex. Education G y m ,

W E D N E S D A Y , J U L Y 25
Football reception. A wine and
cheese social hour to hear the latest
about UCF Football and the coaches.
VC Multi-Purpose Room, 2 p.m.

F R I D A Y , J U L Y 13
Extended Studies. " A u t o m o t i v e
Fleet Management." Robert G.
Edwards w i l l instruct this 2-day
workshop w i t h emphasis on the
problems of passenger vehicle fleet
management. V C Assembly Room,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Fee: $80.
For further information, contact
Ben Whisenant, x2123.

Grant Opportunities
Indirect Cost Rate is 53.4%. Current Fringe Benefit Rate is 16.11% of
Salaries. For OPS employees, the Fringe Benefit Rate is .4% of Wages.
For further information on the programs listed below, contact Mary A.
•

Johnston, A d m . 245., x 2 6 7 1 .
DHEW

Office of Human Development Services

Deadline:

Cooperative Research and Demonstration Projects

August 7

Grants and Cooperative Agreements are funded by the Administration
for Public Services OHDS/DHEW for research or demonstration projects
which w i l l add t o existing knowledge and improvement of new methods
and techniques for the planning, evaluation, management, delivery
and coordination of social services programs. Relevant unsolicited
proposals will also be accepted for review. More information is
available.

DHEW

Office of Human Development Services

Deadline:

Child Welfare Research Grants Program

August 15

This program announcement supports a special program effort related
t o the improvement of the child welfare service delivery system,
through further development of detailed system design research
w i t h respect t o validation o f personnel requirements and workloads.
Additional studies focus on developing outcome measures related
to systems performance as well as client impact. Further analysis
. of National Survey data is also proposed through Small Grants.
More information is available.

NASA

Space Science Notice

Deadline:
August 15

Guidelines for submission of unsolicited proposals for research
in the areas of Planetary Geology, Planetary Geophysics and

January 15

Geochemistry and Planetary Materials are now available.
The Planetary Geology program supports scientific investigations
which contribute to understanding the geological evolution of the
planets, their satellites and such smaller solar system bodies as
asteroids. These investigations involve several types of research
efforts: generation of new, basic data; analysis and synthesis of
existing data; or combinations of both kinds of activities. Examples

The '78-79 sports season:
A brief review
UCF's nine-sport intercollegiate
program produced a .674 winning
percentage for the 1978-79 school year
w i t h a 163-79-1 record.
Six UCF athletes were named t o
All-American squads, three were
selected for All-South honors, ten
were chosen for regional all-star
teams, or w o n regional championships,
and nine were selected for All-State
honors or won state championships.
The volleyball team became the
first intercollegiate sports squad
at the University t o w i n a national
championship as Coach Lucy McDaniel's
netfers w o n the Association for
IntercoHegiate Athletics for Women
Small College Championship, ending
the season w i t h a perfect 55-0 season
record, defeating Hawaii-Hilo for the
title at our gymnasium.
Karin Fischer, Sharon Koskey,
Laura Smith and Celestine Wilson were
selected for All-American honors.
Fischer, Koskey and Smith were selected
for first team honors and Wilson was
chosen for the second team. Junior
setter Tammy Cipcic, Koskey and Wilson
were selected for the regional alltournament team.
The women's basketball team, under
first year Coach Nancy Sirmons, finished
the year w i t h a 17-5 season record
and a third place finish in the
F A I A W state tournament held on the
UCF campus.
Coach Torchy Clark's men's
basketball team finished the season
w i t h a 19-7 record and tied for 2nd
place in the Sunshine State Conference.
Bo Clark led the nation in scoring
and was named to the National
Association of Basketball Coaches and
Basketball Weekly's 1st team A l l American squads, and to the Sunshine
State Conference All-Star squad. The
Knights were second in the nation in
scoring and 6th in team free t h r o w
percentage.
In Softball, the Lady Knights

finished w i t h a 19-9 season record
and were f o u r t h in the state
tournament held in Orlando.
Baseball Coach Bill Moon's team
went t o N C A A post-season play for the
first time and finished the season w i t h
a 27-26 record. Jeff Rudolph and Hal
Staatswere selected t o the 1st team
All-South squad. Rudolph, a catcher,
became the first Knight selected in the
major league player draft when he was
chosen by the Yankees.
First year wrestling Coach Joe
Corso led his grapplers t o a 7-5-1
dual meet record, state and regional
titles and a 26th place finish in the
NCAA Championships w i t h Rich
Dombrowski bringing home All-America
honors. It is the t h i r d consecutive year
the Knights have had an All-American
wrestler. Dombrowski was named the
outstanding wrestler in the state
tourney and won the 158-pound N C A A
Southern Regionals Championship.
Doug Peters, Ray Barker, Haruki
Kawamukai, Mike Brown, Pete Konter,
and Bart Biddle won titles in their
weight classes.
The Knights added women's tennis
to the intercollegiate sports program
in 1979 and Coach Rocky Thomas' netters
finished 4th in the state tournament,
finishing the season w i t h a 7-11 dual
match record.
Coach Jim Rudy's soccer team
finished w i t h a 4-8 season record.
Four junior booters were selected for
All-Star honors including Randy DeShield,
Lou Cioffi, Paul Nuzum, and Alex Penello.
DeShield is the all-time scoring leader
for the Knights.
The UCF men's tennis team, under
first-year Coach Henry Brandon,
finished in a tie for 12th nationally
and 2nd in the Sunshine State Conference
as T o m Lucci and Dave Stauble each won
a match at the N C A A division II
championships. The Knight netters
completed the regular season w i t h an
8-18 dual match record.

of the kinds of research supported by this program include:
laboratory and earth analog studies of aeolian and fluvial erosion;
analog studies of volcanic, tectonic and meteorite impact features
and processes, and photogeologic studies of lunar and planetary
surface processes (e.g., lava flooding, cratering, aeolian
mechanisms and structural deformation) and their history.
The Planetary Geophysics and Geochemistry program supports scientific
investigations which enhance the understanding of the geochemical
and geophysical nature of the moon, planets, other satellites
and small bodies o f the solar system, and which are also concerned
w i t h the formation and chemical and physical development of the
solar system. These investigations may involve research efforts
which contribute new data, which analyze and synthesize existing
data, or which combine both kinds of activities. Examples of
research supported by this kind of program include: theoretical
studies of solar system f o r m a t i o n ; modelling studies of the
thermal history, convective processes, dynamical history and
chemical differentiation of planetary bodies; laboratory studies
of cratering, shock metamorphism, phase stability, thermal
emission, chemical partitioning and other processes necessary
t o interpret planetary data; and syntheses of previously obtained
geochemical and geophysical data in order t o improve our
understanding of the present status of the planetary bodies and
the processes which have given rise t o their present conditions.
The Planetary Materials program supports laboratory studies of
a variety of extraterrestrial materials; lunar samples, meteorites,
and interplanetary dust. These investigations involve direct
measurement of such physical and chemical properties as mineral
composition, major and trace element chemistry, radiometric
ages, magnetism, compressional and thermal properties, spectral
reflectance, and radiation exposure effects. The goal of
this program is t o support research projects that yield direct
information about the formation of the solar system, the
exact time scales for planetary formation and history, and the
nature and development of planetary surfaces and the past activity
of the sun and cosmic rays. These studies also provide "ground
t r u t h " for analyzing other planetary surfaces w i t h earth-based
or spacecraft-based remote sensing techniques.
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On The Air
The UCF Radio Network

The UCF Report

which is violent and we, as human
beings, are violent. . . "

In this

interview we discover that "we're
killing ourselves"—constantly hurting

UCF's Radio Taped Network
serves as an audio link between the
University and our 11-county
service area. The network provides
taped programming t o 23 Central
Florida stations every week,
offering a wide range of audio
experiences designed t o i n f o r m ,
enlighten and educate the
listeners. Programs highlight
aspects of UCF's academic, social
and athletic activities. If you
have a suggestion of a topic
which might be interesting t o
our listeners, please contact
Bernadette C r o t t y , network
coordinator, x2859. The
following 30-minute programs are
now being broadcast. Each station
receives all shows and uses them
on rotating schedules during the
month.

From Shakespeare With Love— Three
actors and technicians from "Simply
Shakespeare". Wouldn't you enjoy
watching romantic scenes f r o m
Shakespeare's w o r k presented in a
simple, enjoyable fashion? Our program
on the troupe includes t w o " l i v e "
recordings of their performance.
Looking Back — Figures of the 1960's.
"Where were you November 22nd, 1963;'''
Join w i t h us as we explore our memories
of the 1960's.
D.U.S.O. - Mrs. Marian Price.
The formative years—a time t o motivate
children toward an understanding of
themselves and others. This is the
goal of the Developing an Understanding
of Self and Others program. Our
discussion includes an on-location
recording of the children at Blankner
Elementary.
Laugh at Yourself — Dr. Ed
Wycoff. " M y job is SO secret, no
one knows what I do (including m e ! ) . "
As humor penetrates our daily
communication, we question its
growth, styles, and ask—can we
survive w i t h o u t it?
Male Hazards Workshop — Dr. Ray
Kavanaugh and Sue Pins, spouse abuse.
Is it tough or tuff to be male in this
fast-changing culture—are you locked
into defeating patterns? Listen in.

each other. Can we stop—are some forms
of violence necessary?
When Wheels Vanish — Dr. Chris
Bauer. Whether we realize it or not,
our much-loved automobile is on the
Endangered Species list. Our
interview covers transportation
planning, control and alternatives.
We Say We're Close - Dr. Ray
Kavanaugh. Our present technology,
while bringing us in closer physical
contact w i t h many people, diminishes
our emotional contact w i t h these
same individuals. Our interview
focuses on our intimacy needs, their
relationship to sex and examples of
intimacy in conversations.
FinnegansWake — Dr. Karl Barsch.
Billed as the literary "Masterpiece"

Employment Opportunities
The University of Central Florida is an
Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action
Employer.
The Division of University Personnel
Services lists the following available
positions at UCF. They are listed by
job title, department, m i n i m u m
qualifications, annual salary range,
bi-weekly salary, and closing date for
applications. For information on any
required performance and/or written
exams, as well as further details on these
positions, contact Personnel at x 2 7 7 1 .
They w i l l also provide a listing of available
faculty positions on request.

Administrative &
Professional
Asst./Assoc. University Librarian

of the 20th century, this book remains

(Library). Master's Degree from A L A

an exciting challenge to avid readers.

accredited Library school. M i n i m u m of

Yet all of us can enjoy the timely

t w o to five years of responsible

spirit and river-like f l o w of this

experience after receiving Master's

tale. A humorous excerpt from the

Degree. Prefer additional academic

"Ballad of Persse O ' R e i l l y " is included.

course work and/or participation in
institutes, workshops, or conference.
References and/or on-line searching

The following Central Florida
stations carry UCF 30-minute and/or
5-minute programs. Please contact
the station managers for times of
shows not listed. The Office of
Information Services maintains a
complete list of all stations in
Florida carrying UCF programs.

experience desired. $9,000-17,000,
$346.15. 7/12.
Director, University Development
(University Development). Four year
degree plus five years experience in
Public Relations and fund raising.
Prefer knowledge in deferred giving
and corporate support, record of
proven success, excellent communication

Orlando: WBJW, 105.1 fm (Sun.,

and p.r. skills and experience w i t h

6:30 a.m.); W H H L , 1190 am (Sun.,

alumni or other volunteer groups.

Mon., Tues., 7:05 a.m. and 1:55

$21,000-34,000, $826.92. 7/12.

p.m.); WDBO, 92.3 fm (Sun., 5
a.m.); WORJ, 107.7 f m (Sun., 4 a.m.)

Career Service

W F T U , 89.9 fm (Mon. and Tues.,

Storekeeper I

11 p . m . ) ; W D I Z , 100.3 f m (Sun.,

(Bookstore). Graduation f r o m high

5:30 a.m.LWinter Park: WLOQ,

school and t w o years of clerical

103.1 f m (Sat., 7:30 a.m.); W A J L ,

experience, one of which must

1440 am (Sun., 6:30 a.m.). Sanford:

have been in receiving, storing,

W T R R , 140 am. Deland: W E L E ,

shipping, and issuing store and/or

105.9 fm (Sun., 6 a.m.).

laboratory items. Written test.

Titusville: WPIO, 89.9 f m ; W R M F ,

$7,434-9,605, $284,83. 7/12.

1060 am (Sun., 8:30 a.m.); W R M F ,

Groundskeeper I

98.3 f m . New Smyrna Beach: WCCZ,

(Grounds). A b i l i t y to follow written

1550 am. Cocoa: W R K Y , 104 f m

and oral instructions. $6,452-

(Sun., 7:30 a.m.). Cocoa Beach:

8,269, $247.20. 7/12.

WCKS, 101.1 f m (Sun., 6:30 a.m.).

Computer Programmer I
(Registrar's Office). Graduation from
high school and one year of experience

On the Nature of Violence — Dr. Wyatt
L. Wyatt. "We have built a society

in data processing or t w o year college
graduation w i t h major course work
in data processing. Written test.
$10,106-13,322. $387.20. 7/12.

The UCF Report
The UCF Report is a weekly
publication of official information
and news for the faculty and staff
of the University of Central
Florida. It is published every
Wednesday during the academic year,
and bi-weekly when classes are not
in session and during the summer,
at a cost of $158, or 7 cents
per copy. For further information
on any material appearing in this
report, contact K. G. Sheinkopf,
director, Office of Information
Services, Room 395-K, Administration Building, phone 275-2504.
Staff: Linda Boyette, Bill Daum,
Jackie Wartell

Custodial Worker.
(Bldg. Serv.). A b i l i t y to follow
written and oral instructions.

Deadlines
All news, photographs and calendar
announcements for The UCF Report
must be submitted t o the Office of
Information Services by Thursday noon
of the week preceding publication.

Hours: 6:30 a.m. t o 3:00 p.m.
$6,055-7,517. $232.00. 7/12.
Clerk Typist III
(Developmental Center). Graduation
from high school and t w o years of
clerical and/or typing experience.

GOVERNOR (Continued

from page 1)

amount was approved for 1979-80.
Funding for completion of the
UCF Computer Center remains unresolved,
but Vice President Goree has indicated
steps were being taken t o move the
project along as quickly as possible
in order t o insure full funding.

Written and typing tests. Desire
testing, receptionist, and A-V
materials experience. $7,079-9,125,
$271.23.7/12.
Clerk Typist II
(Village Ctr. Programming).
Part-time. Graduation f r o m high school
and one year of clerical and/or typing
experience. Written and typing tests.
Four hours per day. Prefer 9:00 a.m.
t o 1:00 p.m. $2.95 hourly. 7/12.

Designer: Liz Thompson

Day Care Group Instructor

Photographer: Bernal Schooley

(Child Care Center). Graduation f r o m
high school and t w o years of sub-

Permission is granted to reprint or
t o excerpt material f r o m The UCF
Report ft>r use in other media.

professional experience working w i t h
children in group activities. Written
test. $8,206-10,691, $ 3 1 4 . 4 1 . 7/12.
Account Clerk I
(Bookstore). Graduation f r o m high
school including or supplemented by
a course in bookkeeping or accounting;
or graduation from high school and

six months of bookkeeping or clericalaccounting experience. Written test.
$6,055-7,517, $232.00. 7/19.
Account Clerk II
(Aux. Serv., Athletics). Graduation
from high school and t w o years of
bookkeeping or clerical-accounting
experience. Written test. $7,0799,125. $271.23. 7/19, 7/19.
Audio/Visual Materials Manager
(Education). Graduation from high
school and four years experience
in operating and maintaining a
variety of audio-visual equipment.
Prefer experience in the organizat i o n and circulation of print
materials, and in the training of
students and faculty in the use of
materials and equipment. Hours:
9:00 a.m. t o 6:00 p.m. $9,08311,902, $ 3 4 8 . 0 1 . 7 / 1 9 .
Key Punch Operator
(Computer Services). Completion
of the tenth grade and six months
of experience in the operation of
key punch and verifying machines.
$6,766-8,687, $259.23. 7/19.
Scientific Programmer
(FSEC, Cape Canaveral). Four year
degree in Computer Science, Data
Processing, Engineering, Math, or a
physical or natural science and t w o
years of experience in computer
programming or computer analysis.
A Master's Degree in Computer Science
may substitute for one year of required
experience. Background in meteorology
helpful. $13,405-17,936, $513.60. 7/19.
Computer Operation Manager I
(Computer Services). Graduation f r o m
high school and four years progressively
responsible experience in the operations
of computer and unit recording equipment, one year of which must have
been in a supervisory capacity.
Experience w i t h IBM, HASP, or JES2
teleprocessing, interactive termainals
and communication diagnostic equipment preferred. Exposure to Data 100
remote batch workstations and Harris
Minicomputer is desired. $12,65416,872, $ 4 8 4 . 8 2 . 7 / 1 9 .
Secretary I I . (Education). Graduation
from high school and one year of
secretarial and/or clerical experience.
Written and Typing tests. Prefer shorthand and ability to set up and maintain
records for accounting and sponsored
research. $6,766-8,687, $259.23. 7/19.
Operating Engineer II
(Utilities, H V A C ) . Graduation f r o m high
school and t w o years of experience in

I

*

*

•

the operation and maintenance of steam
boilers and related equipment. Rotating
Shifts. $9,584-12,591, $367.20. 7/19.
Machinist
(Utilities, H V A C ) . Graduation f r o m
high school and four years of experience
as a machinist, or completion of a
recognized machinist apprenticeship
program. $10,670-14,115, $ 4 0 8 . 8 1 . 7/19.
Secretary I I I
(College of Business A d m . ) . Graduation
f r o m high school and t w o years of
secretarial and/or clerical experience.
Written, typing and shorthand tests.
Prefer experience on IBM System 6 word
processing machine. $7,810-10,127,
$299.23.7/12.

OPS TEMPORARY
Information Specialist I
(Office of Information Services).
Graduation f r o m a four year college
or university. Prefer knowledge of
university public relations, research
and service, ability t o write news
and feature stories, interviewing
skills and basic typing skills.
Written test. $4.59 hourly. 7/19.
Carpenter (Physical Plant, 2 positions).
Graduation f r o m high school and three
years of carpentry or related experience.
$4.59 hourly. 7/19.

«

